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be the most dangerous of all Henry's enemies, irreconcilable,
constantly intriguing in papal or Saxon circles to arouse ill-
feeling against the king.
Meanwhile, Henry's exercise of his rights as sovereign Beginnings
had roused disaffection in two quarters, in Lorraine and inofrevolt
Saxony. Siegfried, count-palatine of the Rhine, united with
the Saxon nobles in a rising against the king. Adalbert, on
his way to Saxony to join them, was taken prisoner, and the
rebels were decisively defeated in 1113 near Quedlinburg.
Siegfried died of wounds, and his important office was con-
ferred on count Godfrey of Calw; the other leaders made
their submission, Adalbert alone refusing and remaining a
prisoner. In January 1114, Henry, now at the height of his
power, married Matilda, the daughter of Henry I of England,
and the occasion was made more notable by the appearance
of duke Lothar to be reconciled with the king.
Like his father, Henry was rendered over-confident by Second
the ease of his first success, and now by his arbitrary actions outbreak
he went beyond the normal exercise of monarchical functions.
In the Rhineland his imprisonment of Adalbert without the
judgment of a diet gave offence to lay as well as to ecclesi-
astical prejudices, and he roused similar indignation in
Saxony by imprisoning count Lewis of Thuringia, one of the
leaders in the former rising, without bringing him to judgment
by his peers. Starting at Cologne, revolt spread through
Lorraine, and simultaneously broke out in Saxony under the
determined leadership of duke Lothar ; papal legates in
Saxony, acting without the instructions of their master, gave
their blessing to the movement by pronouncing excommunica-
tion on the Emperor. The rebels on this occasion had both Henry*a
a better cause and a more careful organisation, and Henry was ^efeat m
decisively defeated, first in 1114 at Andernach in Westphalia
and then in 1115 at Welfesholze in East Saxony. He was
forced to retire to Mayence, where he had the mortification
of being compelled by the citizens to release their archbishop
and to become reconciled with him. Adalbert, for his part,
had no intention of keeping the peace. He made use of his
freedom to go to Cologne, where he joined with archbishop
Frederick in issuing sentence of excommunication against the
king.
Temporarily,   then,  Henry  had  lost  control  over  the
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